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It is known that in c0 the holomorphic functions representable by multiple power 
series (the series of monomials) are those of nuclear type. In this article we show 
that in a Banach space with unconditional Schauder basis every domain of 
existence is the domain of existence of a holomorphic function representable by a 
multiple power series and, in fact, the domain of convergence of such a series. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In 1908, at the International Congress of Mathematics in Rome, 
D. Hilbert outlined a theory of holomorphic functions in inlinitely many 
variables. For him a holomorphic function had an expansion in series of 
the form 
J(Xl,XZ, . ..I= f c”,n2...nkx?.-.xF 
“,,...,n~=o 
k= 1, 2.e. 
with the series being absolutely convergent on [xi 1 < s,, . . . . ixkj < .sk, . . . . His 
results were published in 1909 (see [ 141) and they were concerned with 
analytic continuation and composition of holomorphic functions. After the 
works of M. Frechet [48] and R. Gateaux [9-11-J, it became clear that 
holomorphic functions in infinite dimensional vector spaces should be 
studied as representable by power series of a-homogeneous polynomials 
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(obtained from n-linear functions) since this implicit point of view has a far 
greater range than the explicit representation through the variables as it 
was proposed by D. Hilbert. In a series of papers, A. D. Michal, a student 
of Frechet, and his own students A. H. Clifford, R. S. Martin, I. G. Highbert, 
and A. E. Taylor developed the theory of holomorphic mappings along this 
line of reasoning and established detinitely the equivalence of holomorphic 
mapping between normed spaces (i.e., a mapping represented by a power 
series of homogeneous polynomials in a neighborhood of each point) with 
the existence of a Frechet derivative at each point and with continuity plus 
the existence of a Gateaux derivative at each point. See [ 12, 18,20,26], 
After that, research in infinite dimensional holomorphy was worked out by 
considering the concept of holomorphic mapping under this point of view. 
In 1978 P. J. Boland and S. Dineen (see [ 11) brought back the multiple 
power series representation when they studied holomorphic functions on 
nuclear locally convex spaces with a basis. See also [2] and Dineen’s 
book [3] for a good exposition of results related to this line of reasoning. 
In [ 191 M. C. Matos characterized all the holomorphic functions on open 
subsets of Banach spaces with unconditional basis which are representable 
by multiple power series (of monomials) and made applications concerning 
continuous functions on [O, 2n-j having absolutely convergent Fourier 
series. His approach is connected with the notion of holomorphy type 
introduced by L. Nachbin in [22]. 
It is know that in open subsets of l1 all holomorphic functions ure 
representabfe by multiple power series (see [ 19,251) and that in open sub- 
sets of c0 these functions representable by multiple power series coincide 
with the nuclear holomorphic functions (see [19].) However, in general we 
prove here that, for domains of Reinhardt, domains of existence coincide 
with domains of existence of holomorphic functions representable by multi- 
ple power series. We also show that these are the domains of convergence 
of multiple power series, as well as the modularly decreasing logarithmi- 
cally convex domains. Partial results in this direction were obtained by 
G. I. Katz in [16]. 
II. HOLOMORPHIC FLJNCTIONS REPRESENTABLE 
BY MULTIPLE POWER SERIES 
We consider throughout this article a complex Banach space E with a 
normalized unconditional Schauder basis (bj),? l. Hence every z in E can 
be written, in a unique way, as the sum of a series x,z 1 zjbj, where zj o C 
is called the jth component of z and we denote by qj the continuous linear 
functional on E defined by qj(z) = zj for every j E z + = { 1,2, . ..}. In order 
to simplify the notations we write Z= tV(‘+); i.e., Z denotes the set of all 
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sequences (aj),TS, = N of natural numbers having only a linite number of 
terms different from zero. If z E E and tx E Z we denote by z’ the complex 
number zzl . . . z?, where ai,, . . . . uj” are the non-zero terms of tx. 
A multiple power series around a point a E E is a series of the form 
where cm E C for every u E I. This series converges to the value f(z) at the 
point z E E f for every E > 0 there is a linite subset J6 of Z such that 
for every linite subset J of Z containing JS. In this case f (z) is called the sum 
of the series at the point z and we also write 
f(z) = x C~(Z - a)a. 
If B is a subset of E and the series converges to f(z) at each z E B, we say 
that the multiple power series converges pointwise to f in B. The convergence 
is uniform over B if (2) holds for every z E B with JC independent of z E B. 
Since Z is a denumerable set, once a linear order is lixed in Z, the multiple 
power series around a evaluated at a point z E E is a numerical series and 
the convergence delined by (2) is the unconditional (or, equivalently, 
absolute) convergence of this series. We recall that for a linite dimensional 
E the set of points where a multiple power series around a converges either 
reduces to {a} or contains {a} in its interior. As was pointed out in [19] 
this does not happen when E is not finite dimensional. In this case the set 
of points of E where xX l , z’ converges is formed by those z in E such that 
(z~)~? i G Zi and [zji c 1 for all Jo Z + . Hence, if E # 11, this set has empty 
interior and does not reduce to {O}. If E= fi it is clear that this set con- 
tains the open unit ball of center 0. We say that a multiple power series 
around a has a domain of convergence D if aE D and D is the interior of 
the set of all points where the series converges pointwise (it is easy to see 
that D is connected). It was proved in [19], by using Baire’s Theorem and 
a result of M. Zorn, that if a multiple power series around a has a domain 
of convergence D, then the pointwise sum f of this series defines a 
holomorphic function on D and the series converges pointwise absolutely 
in a neighbourhood of a. Therefore, if U is an open subset of E and f is a 
complex function delined on U such that there is a multiple power series 
around x converging to f pointwise in a neighborhood of x for every x E U, 
then f is holomorphic on 17. 
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We refer the reader to the books of L. Nachbin [23], J. Mujica [21], 
and S. Dineen [3] for the notations and basic results of the theory of 
infinite dimensional holomorphy. 
We recall that we can always replace the norm of E by an equivalent one 
satisfying 
In this article the norm of E satisfies (3) and it is clear that l[x[i = 11 x1 11 for 
every XE E, when we set 1x1 =xJE1 1~~1 bjc E. If P belongs to the vector 
space 9(‘E) of all continuous rr-homogeneous polynomials on E and F’ is 
the pointwise sum of a multiple power series zE E, cwza in a neighborhood 
of 0, then it follows that P is the pointwise sum of the same series in E. 
Hence we may deline 
F(z)= x IcJ zm w E a (4) 
aeI 
and get p E P(“E). It is easy to show that 
defines a norm in the vector space 9v(flE) of all P in cY(~E) which are 
representable pointwise in E by the sum of a multiple power series. This 
normed space is complete and 
IIPII G V~ (VP e e(nE)). (6) 
In [ 191 it was proved that PV(“ll) = P(‘V1) with 
VI G 8 IIPII (VP E CI?q Yl)). (7) 
Since E has unconditional basis it follows that every continuous linear 
functional on E is an element of PV( ‘E). Hence, if pf(“E) denotes the vector 
space of all linite sums of nth powers of elements of E’, it is clear that 
pf(‘E) c gv(‘E) for every rr E N. The closure 9C(nE) of Yf(‘E) under the 
norm l[.l[ of P( “E) is the Banach space of all n-homogeneous polynomials 
of compact type in E. 
2.1. THEOREM. (1) ZfE=q, or E=Zp, wifhpe(2, +a~), then Yv(2E) is 
confuined in pC( ‘E) = 9( *E). 
(2) Zf E=lp, with pi [l, 21, there is PEY~(~E) such that P$YC(*E). 
In order to prove this theorem we fix some notations and a lemma. We 
denote by P’(*E) the Banach space of all continuous bilinear functions on 
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E x E under the usual norm. The set of all A E Y(2E) which are of the 
form A(x, y) = x$?= I am tij( y), qj, t+Gj~ E’, Z= 1, . . . . m, is denoted by 
Yr(2E). Its closure in LZ’(2E) is indicated by YC(2E). The mapping 
AE~(‘E) -+A Ed, where i(x)=A(x, x) for xe E, is a continuous 
surjection, maps S$(2E) onto YC(2E), and is homeomorphic isomorphism 
when restricted to the symmetric bilinear functions. If Y(F, E’) denotes the 
Banach space of all continuous linear mappings from E into E’ under the 
usual norm, the mapping A E LZ(2E) + A e LZ’(E, E’), where A(x)(y) = 
A(x, y) for x, y l E, is an isometric isomorphism. If A is symmetric we say 
that A is symmetric. Since it is clear that A has linite dimensional image if 
A l zf( ‘E), it follows that every A g YC( ‘E) makes A compact. If E’ has the 
approximation property, then every compact linear mapping from E into 
E’ is the limit of a sequence of mappings with linite dimensional images 
and it is A for some A E YC( ‘E). By taking symmetrizations of the map- 
pings involved we may say that the symmetric compact mappings from E 
into E’ are the images of symmetric elements of ZJ2E). We have proved 
the following: 
2.2. LEMMA. (1) Every A l gC( ‘E) dejmes A G LZ’(E, Et) compact. 
(2) Zf E’ has the approximation property every symmetric compact 
B l Z(E, E’) is equal to some A where A l Y,,( ‘E) is symmetric. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. (1) By a result of H. R. Pitt [24] every element 
of Y(E, E’) is compact if E = c0 or E = I*, with p e (2, + co). By Lemma 2.2 
it follows that gC( ‘E) = 9’( ‘E). 
(2) If p E [ 1,2] we consider the formal continuous inclusion Z from 
lp into (lp)’ = lq. We know that Z is not compact. If we consider 
A(x, y)=x,E1xjyj for all x, yolk we get A(x)=x,?,xj and 
xp,jxj[2< +a. Hence A E s??~(~Z~). But A = Z is not compact. By 
Lemma 2.2 A $ YC( ‘Zp). Q.E.D. 
2.3. Remark. J. E. Littlewood shows in [17] that for U, v E l2 and 
ajk = ujvk/(Z - k), the bilinear mapping A(x, y) = z,yk = I ajkxj yk defines an 
element of Y(2Zm) such that x,T&r iajki = +az for some U, veZ2. It is 
clear that A is not symmetric. If it is possible to Iind U, v l l2 such that 
xTkX 1 lbjkl = +co, where bjk = i[ajk $ akj], then we “have a symmetric 
B(x, y) = x,ykX i $kxjxk such that BE Y(2c0) but B I# 9V(2cO) (as was 
proved in [19], BE~“(~c~) if, and only if, xTkC1 [bjkl -C +a~). 
In [19] it was proved that (9V(flE))zC0 is a homomorphy type v in 
Nachbin’s sense (see [22]) and that, for every open subset U of E, the 
vector space XV(U) of all holomorphic functions of type v in U (i.e., 
holomorphic functions in U such that lim sup,, - ~ [v( l/n ! dnf (x))] ‘In c 
+ CO for every x e U) coincides with the vector space of all functions on U 
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which are representable pointwise by a multiple power series around x in a 
neighborhood of x for every x g U. 
The following theorem will be used in the next section. 
2.4. THEOREM. If D is the domain of convergence of a multiple series 
around a E E, then its pointwise sum f is in Z”(D). 
ProoJ With no loss of generality we may consider a = 0. Let D be the 
domain of convergence of z se1 cmxa and let f be its pointwise sum in D. 
Since we always have pointwise absolute convergence in D it is clear that 
1x1 e D for every x e D. We have to show that f is representable pointwise 
in a neighborhood of be D by a multiple power series around b. We take 
p > 0 such that BP(b) and BP( lb1 ) are contained in D. If z c BP(b) it is clear 
that ~~z-b~l=~llz-blll<pand lz-bj+lbjeBJlbl)cD.Hence 
for every zebu. This means that 
for every z E BP(b) with absolute convergence of the series. Q.E.D. 
III. REINWT OPEN SETS OF HOLOMORPHY 
A subset S of E is called a Reinhardt set if for every x~ S and 
tl = ( ej),Fx l E Rz + we have x@ = x,9= i eiejxjbj c S. 
A modularly decreasing subset S of E is one such that for every x E S and 
GEE with lyj[<[xj[ forjEZ+, we have y E S. It is clear that in this case 
S is also a Reinhardt subset of E. 
For x, yeE, t>O, s>O, r+s=l we can show that 
IxIrIJ’Is= f lxjlrlJJjlsbj 
j-l 
@37/92/Z-10 
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delines an element of E. Since max{ 1~~1, 1 yjj } = i( /xjl + 1 yjl) + 
zil lxjl - IYjl I and IxJ~IY~I’ < max{ lxj[, 1 yj[ } for every jg Z +, it follows that 
1~1~ 1ylS E E. A subset U of E is called logurithmicaffy conuex if for every 
x,y~U, r>O,s>O, r+~=l weget ~x~~~~~~~~~~={~~~;~~U}. 
3.1. ~OPOSITION. If D is the domain of convergence of a multiple power 
series around 0, then D is modularly decreasing and logarithmically convex. 
ProojY It is clear that D is modularly decreasing. Let xaG 1 caxa be a 
multiple power series around 0 having D as its domain of convergence. If 
x, y E D we consider .s > 0 such that B& 1x1) and B6( 1 y[ ) are contained in D. 
Hence if t E BE(O) we get 
p PI + IlIla < +cc ad M~~l~~l~lYl+l~ll~~ +m 
From Holder’s inequality we have, for r > 0, s > 0, r + s = 1, t rz Be(O), 
lxjlrlYj13+ ltjl = lxjlrlYjls+ ltjl’ltjls~~lxjl + ltjl)r(lYjl + ltjl)’ 
and 
Hence 
This means that the series converges absolutely at ixlrj ylS + t for every 
tEBe(0). Hence lxlrly/‘eD. Q.E.D. 
If U is an open Reinhardt subset of C’ and 0 l U, it is known that U is 
a domain of holomorphy if, and only if, U is modularly decreasing and 
logarithmically convex. This is also equivalent to U being the domain of 
convergence of a multiple power series around 0. We shall prove a similar 
result for UC E. For this we need a few auxiliary concepts and results. 
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If K is a subset of E we set 
If A is a subset of an open subset U of E we denote 
where 9”(E) = @T= 0 9V(kE) is the set of all polynomials in E which are 
pointwise representable in E by a multiple power series around 0. It is clear 
that @v, U) c &v, E) c K for every Kc U. 
3.2. THEOREM. If U is a modularly decreasing, logarithmically convex 
open subset of E it is possible io find an increasing sequence (Cj),2 l of open 
Reinhardt subsets of E such that U = UT= l Cj and 
d&(v; U))+ 
fir every j= 1,2,.... Here d”(A) means the distance of A to the boundary 
of u. 
Proof We start by considering the sets 
Aj= xe U;d”(x)>; 
Bj= XEA~; i[xll < janddA,(x)>i 
where T,Jx) = xy= r xjbj and we set En = 7’“(E). It is easy to see that these 
sets are open and (i)U=U,jlAj=U,21Bj=lJ,“lCj, (ii)TJCj) is 
contained in Bj n En if n > j, and (iii) Bj n E,, is relatively compact in 
Aj n En for every j and n. Now we may use property (3) of the norm of E 
(see Section II) to show that [[x0- yll = [lx- y-J for all x, YE E and 
e = (ej)g l E RF+. This fact implies that Aj, Bj, and Cj are Reinhardt open 
sets, since U is also a Reinhardt set. If XE Ak, YE E, and 1 yjl 6 [xjl for 
j= 1, 2, . . . . then there is r > l/k such that x+ B,(O) c U. Since U is 
modularly decreasing, we use the property (3) of the norm of E to show 
that y + B,(O) c U. This implies that y E Ak and Ak is modularly decreasing. 
Now, if x, ye Ak, there is r > l/k such that [xl+ B,(O) and 1 yl + Br(0) 
are contained in U. Since U is logarithmically convex, we have 
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(1x1 + lil)r(l~l + I~[)‘E U for ~EBJO), r>O, .s>O and r+s= 1. By Holder’s 
inequality we get 
lxjl’lYjls+ lrjl = lxjlrl.Yjls+ lrjlrltjlsG tlxjl + lfjl~r~l.Yjl + lrjlY 
for j= 1, 2, . . . . Since U is modularly decreasing we conclude that 
~~~~~~~~+~~Uforevery~~~~(O).Hence~x~~~~~~~~~and~~islogarithmi- 
tally convex. If x E cj(v, U) we choose k > j such that x E Ck. We shall 
prove that 
T,,xe BFEJv, Un En) for n 2 k. t*J 
We consider n 2 k and Pn E 9(En). It is clear that P,, 0 T,, e 9”(E). Since En 
is linite dimensional it is possible to show that every element of pv(En) has 
its multiple power series around 0 converging absolutely and uniformly 
over every bounded subset of E,,, Since Cm is bounded in E, it follows that 
the multiple power series of P,, 0 Tn around 0 converges uniformly and 
absolutely over C”. If E > 0 there is Je contained in 1, .T6 linite such that 
iff’n~Tnt~l=ILsI cara for each r E E. We denote P(r) = zaEja cura for r E E. 
Hence we have proved that P E Y”(E) and llp - Pz,J cn -c c. Since 
Cj u {x} c Ck c Cn we have 
It follows that (*) holds true, since E > 0 is arbitrary. Now we consider 
the natural topological isomorphism between En and P’ given by 
$: x E En -, I/+(X) = (xl, . . . . x,J E U?‘. Since U n En and Aj n E,, are modularly 
decreasing and logarithmically convex in E,,, we also have $( U n En) and 
t,b(Ajn E,,) with the same properties in c”. Since $(Bjn E,,) is a relatively 
compact subset of tj(Ajn EJ it is possible to find a finite set R of points 
b i, . . . . rn), with ri > 0, . . . . r,, > 0, and 
$m) c X= u D?(O) c t+G(Ajn EJ, 
rER 
where D,(O) = {ZE F; l.r,l < ri, Z = 1, . . . . n}. Since 3 is the smallest 
logarithmically, modularly decreasing set containing X and t,b(Aj n En) has 
this property, we get 
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But we know that y is compact and $[&%,Jv, Un ,!&)I is a subset of 
$mn)(v, $(UnE,J). Hence $-l(T) is a compact subset of Ajn E,, 
and we get 
BaJv, UnE,Jctfl(f)cAjnEncAj. 
This and (*) imply that d”(TJx)) > l/j for all n > k. Hence d”(x) 2 l/j. 
This shows that dr,(cj(v, U)) 2 l/j for every j= 1,2, . . . . Q.E.D. 
3.3. T~oREM. Zf U is a Reinhardt domain such that 0 E U and it is the 
union of an increasing sequence (Cj),F= l of open Reinhardt sets ti’th 
du(cj(vp U))>O for every j= 1,2, . . . . then U is the domain of existence of 
some f c S$( U), and we may write 
f(x)= 1 cx (Vx E a 
'XEI 
where the cm 6 I2 for LX l Z are uniquely determined. 
ProoJ Let D be a denumerable dense subset of U. For every x o D we 
denote by BX the largest open ball of center x contained in U. Let (xj)Tz i 
be a sequence formed by the elements of D in such a way that every x o D 
appears in it infinitely many times. If we set Aj = cj(v, U) we have 
du(Aj) > 0 and BX $ Aj for every x o D and j o Z +. If necessary we replace 
(Aj)~ i by a subsequent in order to obtain ( yj)E 1 in U such that yj l BXj, 
yj$Aj, yjeAj+, for each jciZ+. Since yj# Aj there is &E~~(E) such that 
l7tYjll ’ l ’ ll$ll C,* 
If necessary -we take sufficiently high powers of & and get by induction a 
sequence ( gj),Y 1 in 9$(E) such that 
for j=l,2,.... It follows that, for each I= 1,2, . . . . we have 
zpl ~l~jll~,< +cc. Hence g=xJZr gj~#(U). On the other hand, since 
lgj( yJ > 1 for all I < j, we have lg( y,)l > I for l= 1,2, . . . . Since Cl is a 
Reinhardt set we get 1x1 e C, whenever x o C,. Hence, for x o C,, there is 
Ml>0 such that 
jzI lijClxl)l <MI< +CQ 
II 
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It follows that 
for every x E U. Here Pg(0) has the usual meaning concerning partial 
derivatives. This shows that g E XV(U), 
for every x E U and g is not bounded in ( yj),Y r. Now we prove that g is 
not bounded in BX for every x ED. If x e D is given we consider (jk)FC I in 
l+J strictly increasing such that x = xjk for k = 1,2, . . . Hence Y,~ l BX for 
k= 1,2, . . . and g is not bounded in B.T. Now we show that U is the domain 
of existence of g. If there were open subsets V and W in E and h l Z(V) 
such that V is connected and V $ U, 4 # WC U n V, h = g in W, we 
would consider a E V n 8U n 8 W and r > 0 such that BJa) c V and we 
would choose x E D n Wn Br(a). Then dU(x) c r, BX c B*Ja) c V. Since B.Y 
is connected and contained in U n V, we would have BX c WO, where W0 
is the connected component of U n V containing W. Hence /r would not be 
bounded in BX, hence in BzJa), Since we may choose r > 0 arbitrarily, /r 
would not be locally bounded at u, a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
An open subset U of E is called an open set of v-holomorphy if its is not 
possible to find open subsets V and W such that V is connected, V $ U, 
4 # W c U n V, and for every fg ZV( V) there is j-r e Y?( V) such that f = f, 
in W. 
3.4. THEOREM. If U is a Reinhardt domain in E such that 0 l U, then the 
following statements are equivalent. 
(I ) U is the, domain of convergence of a multiple power series around 0. 
(2) U is modular/y decreasing and logarithmically convex. 
(3) U is the domain of existence of some f e X"(U). 
(4) U is a domain of existence of some gEX(U). 
(5) U is a domain of v-holomorphy. 
(6) U is a domain of holomorphy. 
(7) U is pseudo-convex. 
(8) U is union of an increasing sequence ( Cj)$ I of open Reinhardt 
subsets of U such that do(cj(v, U))>O for every j= 1, 2, . . . . 
Proof The equivalence of (4), (6), and (7) is due to a more general 
theorem proved by Gruman and Kiselman (see [ 131). It is obvious that 
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(3) implies (4), (3) implies (5), and (5) implies (6). The implications 
(2)* (8) and (8) - (3) we proved respectively in Theorem 3.2 and 
Theorem 3.3. In [16] Katz proved that (7) implies (2). Since (1) implies 
(2) by 3.1, we only have to show that (8) =- (1). If we assume (8) we proved 
in Theorem 3.3 that U is the domain of existence of some g e 2”(U) and 
This shows that the domain of convergence D of this multiple power series 
contains U. The sum of this series deiines an element h E XV(D) such that 
h = g in U. Since U is the domain of existence of g, it follows that U = D. 
Q.E.D. 
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